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Stochastic models have been developed for the simulation of grain structure formation during the so-
lidification of metallic alloys. Nucleation is assumedto occur randomly in space according to a prescribed
distribution of nucleation sites. For dendritic alloys, the hypothesis of a randomorientation of the O0>
crystallographic directions of the newnuclei is also made.Acellular automaton (CA) andan interface-tracking
technique are used to follow the growth-impingement of dendritic and eutectic grains, respectively. The
influence of the local thermal conditions, namely the thermal gradient and the velocity of the isotherm, and
of the nucleation parameters on the resulting grain structures is assessed. In particulaT, it is shownthat the

asymmetryof the grains along the thermal gradient is an increasing function of the thermal gradient and
nucleation undercooling and a decreasing function of the velocity and grain density. The presence of the
outer equiaxed zone and the transition from columnar to equiaxed microstructures can also be explained
using such models,

KEYWORDS:solidification; dendritic and eutectic grain structures; stochastic modelling; cellular

automaton.

1. Introduction

The control of grain structure is essential in many
solidification processes. In most cases, fine equiaxed
grains are required in order to obtain homogeneousand
isotropic mechanical properties. This is usually achieved
by the addition of inoculant particles to the molten metal

or by the fragmentation of dendrites through mechanical-

or electromagnetic-induced shearing of the melt. How-
ever, other applications, such as superalloy turbine
blades, require directional properties in which case
columnar structures must be produced by directional
solidification. In order to control the microstructures in

casting, it is necessary to master both the process pa-
rameters and the microscopic phenomenagoverning
the nucleation and growth of grains. In this field,

simulation can be a very powerful tool as will be
demonstrated in this paper.

Substantial recent progress has been made in the
simulation of solidification processes for several reasons:
(1) an improved knowledge of the basic mechanisms
governing the development of microstructures and
defectsl ~ 3); (2) the developmentof sophisticated numeri-
cal techniques and (3) the advent of very powerful
workstations. However, it is interesting to note that most
of the developments in this area have been madeeither

at the macroscopic scale of the process (i.e., resolution
of the continuity equations governing mass, energy,
momentumand solute transports) or at the microscopic
level of the dendrite tips or eutectic lamellae. The goal
of micro-macroscopic models of solidification is to
combine these two scales in a single approach in order

to predict the grain structures and defects in a given
process.4)

Deterministic modelshave been first developed for the
description of the nucleation, growth and impingement
of equiaxed grains in solidification processes. A review
of these modelshas beenmadein Ref. 4). However, these

models suffer from several limitations: (1) the grains are
assumedto remain spherical even in a strong thermal
gradient; (2) columnar structures and thus the columnar-
to-equiaxed transition (CET) are usually not accounted
for; (3) the competition occuring amonggrains belonging
to the columnar zone and (4) the associated evolution
of their crystallographic texture are not described at all;

(5) simulated micrographs cannot be producedusing such
models.

For the reasons mentioned above, the simulation of
grain structure formation in solidification processes has
been approached using stochastic methods. The first

model developed by Brown and Spittle5) was based

upon a Monte Carlo (MC) method similar to that
previously described by Anderson et al.6) for the
prediction of grain growth in solids. Zhu and Smith
modified this technique and implemented it in a Finite

Difference (FD) calculation of heat flow.7) Although
the MCmethodhas proved to be successful in producing
grain structures which resemble those encountered in real

castings, it lacks the physical mechanismsassociated with
dendritic or eutectic growth.3) In particular, it does
not account for the growth kinetics of dendrite tips (or

eutectic front) and for the preferential growth directions

of the dendrites. For those reasons, physically-based
stochastic models were developed over the past three
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Fig. l.

Experimental section micrographs of: (a) an Al-
7wt"/oSi ingot directionally solidified in a pre-heated

ceramic mouldover a copper-chill plate (after Ref. 9));

(b) an AI26wt"laSi alloy remelted by a moving high-

power laser beam(after Ref, 13)).

years for the simulation of eutectic8) and dendritic9) selection of columnar grains from this zone have not
grain structure formation under various so]Idification been extensively analysed in the literature, whereas
conditlons. The purpose of the present contribution Is several mechanismshave been invoked for the transi-

not to detall these models but rather to show a few tlon from the columnar to the equiaxed zones (CET).9)

examples demonstrating their capabilities. Underthe present experimental conditions, however, the

only mechanismthat can be active for the CETis the

heterogeneous nucleation of grains in an undercooled
2. Experimental Observations

liquid ahead of the growing columnar front.12) As may
Figure 1(a) shows the longitudinal sectlon of an be seen in Fig. 1(a), the CETis not abrupt: the long

aluminium7wto/o silicon alloy directionally solidified columnar grains issued from the bottom part are

over a copper chill plate. The details of the experiment progresslvely outgrown by grains nucleating in the bulk
used to produce such an ingot are described in Ref, lO), ofthe liquid but still growing in a thermal gradient (zone
In order to eliminate any convection associated with ofelongated gralns).These grains becometruely equiaxed
pouring, the 1lquid metal and mould were initially (almost isotropic shape) in the upper part of Fig. l(a)

maintained at a constant temperature (39'C superheat), when the thermal gradient is drastically reduced. It is

before a water-cooled copper chill was applied to the clear that deterministic models of solidification are not
bottom ofthe mould. The lateral sides ofthe mouldwere able to predict the grain selection which operates in the

madefrom an insulated ceramic material so that the columnarzoneand the gradual changein the morphology
isotherms remained horizontal during the entire solidifi- of the grains which nucleate in the bulk of the liquid

cation process. Furthermore, considering the alloy com- (zones (3) and (4) containing elongated and equiaxed

ponents and the experimental configuration, thermo- grains).

solutal convection was eliminated. Grains could only The formation of "equiaxed" eutectic grains in a
form by heterogeneous nucleation over the bottom plate thermal gradient is illustrated in Fig. 1(b) for an
or in the bulk of the liquid melt and not by dendrite Al-26wto/oSi alloy remelted by laser.13) A high power
fragmentation.11) Four zones can be seen in Fig. 1(a): C02Iaser beamsource (1.5 kW,focus diameter 0.34mm)
(1) fine grains (outer equiaxed region) very close to the wasmovedat a velocity, v=0.1 m/s, over the workpiece.

bottom surface of the casting; (2) Iong columnar grains The micrograph shown in Fig. l(b) corresponds to a
growing from the outer equiaxed region; (3) grains of longitudinal section taken near to the top free surface of

elongated shape at the mid-height of the casting, but the material. Under such conditions, it has been shown
muchshorter and narrower than the columnar grains; that the actual velocity of the eutectic isotherm near the

and finally (4) an "inner" equiaxed region near the top top surface is close to that of the velocity of the moving
of the casting*. Iaser beamand that the thermal gradient is of the order

The formation of the outer equiaxed zone and the of 106.Clm.8) As can be seen, the microstructure clearly

* Equiaxed grains are usually found at the centre of conventional castings. Being surrounded by columnar grains, they form the "inner"

equiaxed zone. In the present situation (adiabatic boundary condition at the top surface of the casting), this zone appears in the upper half

of Fig, l(a).
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consists of grains which have nucleated in the bulk of
the liquid. In this micrograph, the centre of nucleation

of someof the grains is revealed by the presence of a
primary silicon crystal. The siiicon forms first in this

hypereutectic alloy and is surrounded by a cellular

c(-aluminiurn structure and then by the eutectic grain

morphology.
As clearly revealed in Fig. I(b), the final shape of the

grains deviates from the spherical geometry assumedin

deterministic models. Thegrains seemto grow preferen-
tially in the direction opposite to the heat flow direction
(the heat flow is opposite to the travel direction of the
laser beam shown by an arrow at the top of the

micrograph). As will be shownin the next sections, this

effect is associated with the impingement of grains
nucleating andgrowing in a thermal gradient. It can only
be accounted for by stochastic models of solidification.

In order to model the grain structures shownin Fig. I,
it is necessary to simulate both the nucleation andgrowth
of grains. Thenext section presents the algorithms used
for the simulation of the growth of a single grain for

both dendritic and eutectic alloys. Thesealgorithms will

be coupled then with a stochastic nucleatlon procedure
in order to simulate a complete micrograph.

3. Growth of a Single Grain

3.1. Dendritic Grain

Thegrowth of a single two-dimensional dendritic grain

has been modelled using a Cellular Automaton (CA)
algorithm.9) In this approach, the square solidifying

domain is divided into a large numberof regular square
cells. The temperature at each cell location is assumed
to vary according to fixed thermal gradient, G, and
cooling rate, t, (i.e., Bridgmanconditions). Onegrain Is

nucleated at the centre of the grid at a predetermined
nucleation undercooling, AT,*. The crystallographic ori-

entation of the grain is set to a prescribed value, one of
the 100> directions being considered perpendicular to

the plane used for the simulation (i.e., two-dimensional
growth situation). Under isotherinal conditions (i.e.,

G=O), the grain is assumedto grow as a square whose
diagonals correspond to the two other preferential 100>

growth directions of the dendrites.9) This square outlines

the envelope of the dendrite arms. The velocity of these

dendrite tips and arms, v, is an increasing function of

the local undercooling, AT. In the present case, the model
of Kurz, Giovanola and Trivedi (KGT)14) has been
used to deduce the V(AT) relationship. The CAgrowth
algorithm can be then summarlsedas follows: a small

square is grown at the nucleation cell location with
the prescribed orientation of the 100> directions

and the velocity v(AT(t)). At a given time, this square
reaches the position of the four nearest-neighbour cells.

Fromthat instant, the central cell Is no longer considered

and the dendritic network is grown similarly in each of
these cells using the local undercooling at the corres-

ponding cell location. Thus, the dendritic network
is propagated from cells to cells. Spccial care must be
taken in order to preserve the original misorientation of
the grain. The details of the CAalgorithm are given in
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Growth of an isolated dendritic grain under various
thermal conditions: (a) G=0"C/m,t= -0.1"C/s; (b)

G=250'C/m, t=0'C/s; (c) G=250'C/m, t= -0.l
'C/s. The various dendrite interface positions have
beendrawnevery I sec. Theshapesof the grain shown
in (d) havebeenobtained from an analytical integration

of the dendrite growth kinetics (v = lO4 • AT2m' s~ l)

under the thermal conditions ofcase (c) Thegrain has
been nucleated at time l=0s with an initial under-
cooling AT,,=2"C. The size of the square solidifying

domain is Icmx Icm.

Ref. 9).

Figure 2 shows the simulated growth of a single

dendritic grain under various thermal environments. The
[1 OO] orientation of the grain is at +30 degwith respect

to the horizontal and the initial nucleation undercooling
is set to 2'C. Thegrain interface is plotted every I sec after

the nucleation event. In Fig. 2(a), the thermal gradient

was set to zero and t= -O.1'C/s. As can be seen,
the CAalgorithm does indeed preserve the original

misorientation of the nucleus. As the uniform under-
cooling increases with time, the interface accelerates and
thus the spacing between the grain envelope positions

becomeslarger. The zigzag interfaces of the grain are
due to the size of the cells (25~m) used in the

computations. Figure 2(b) corresponds to G=250'C/m
and t=0'C/s (i.e., growth in a unidirectional thermal
gradient with a zero velocity of the isotherms). As the

gradient is vertical, the portion of the grain located

above the nucleation cell tends asymptotically to the

position of the liquidus isotherm (upper boundary of the

square domain). Since the undercooling for this part of
the grain envelope decreases, the velocity also decreases

and the interface positions become closer as time
proceeds. On the contrary, the portion of the grain

located below the nucleation cell becomesmoreunder-
cooled and thus grows faster. This demonstrates that an
isolated grain grows faster in the direction of the heat
flow.

In Fig. 2(c), the grain grows in the samegradient G=
250'C/mbut with acooling rate, t= - O, I'C/s (i.e., speed

of the horizontally moving llquidus isotherms, vL, equal

to 400~m/s). Under such conditions, the portion of the
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grain located above the nucleation cell tends again to
align with the moving liquidus isotherm whereas the

bottom portion grows in an increasingly undercooled
liquid. The grain morphology obtained under such
conditions with the CAcan be compared with the
analytical solution shown in Fig. 2(d). This solution is

similar to that obtained for the growth of eutectic grains
in a thermal gradient8) but considering the anisotropic
growth of the dendritesi5) : for the two upper
directions growing in the direction of the thermal
gradient, this solution is given by a hyperbolic tangent
of the undercooling whereas, for the two directions

growing downward, the solution is proportional to the

tangent of the undercooling. As a result, the growth
toward the heat flow directron rs "catastrophic", i.e., the
velocity of the grain can becomeinfinite. As will be
shown, this portion of the grain is usually limited by
other grains which havepreviously nucleated andgrown.
In the upper direction, the asymptotic limit of the growth
is given by the speed of the liquidus isotherm.

3.2. Eutectic Grain

For eutectic grains, the normal velocity of the Interface
is assumedto obey the model of Jackson and Huntl6)
(i.e., v=A•AT2 where A is a growth constant function
of the alloy). In this case, an interface tracking method
has beenused to calculate the evolution of a single grain.

This methodis described in details in Ref. 8). Fromthe

centre of nucleation, several radial directions are chosen
(see Fig. 3). The position of the grain interface is then
described by a set of radii, r(ei, t), where Oi are equaliy
spaced angles used to track the interface (i.e., "shooting
directions"). The radial velocity is then given by8):

•

••••••••••• •-

dr

dt
=A [AT(r)] (1)

where r' is the derivative drlde. This derivative can
be calculated numerically for each time step from the
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Fig. 3. Growth of an isolated eutectic grain in a thermal

gradient G=2•106~C/mat a cooling rate t= -2• 105

'C/s (i,e., v= 0.Im/s). The various grain interface

positions have been drawn every 200,ts and the tick

spacing corresponds to 5pm. The grain has been
nucleated at time l=0s with an initial undercooling

ATn=50'C.
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actual position of the interface, and the newposition of
the shooting directions, r(ei, t+At), can be found. The
undercooling, AT(r), at each corresponding radial dis-

tance is used in this computation.
Theresult of such a calculation is shownin Fig. 3for a

eutectic grain growing under thermal conditions similar

to those found in laser remelting (see Fig. 1(b)). The
gradient Gand cooling rate t are set to 2• 106.C/mand
-2 • lOs.C/s, respectively (i.e., speed of the horizontally

moving eutectic isotherm, vE, equal to 0.1 m/s). The
nucleation undercooling is equal to 50'C and the position
of the grain interface has been plotted every 200kts. As
for the dendritic grain, it can be seen that the portion of
the grain opposite to the thermal gradient grows fastest

because it is most undercooled. In the direction of the
thermal gradient, the grain tends to follow the eutectic

isotherm which movesupwards.
In the next section, it is shownhowthese single grain

growth models can be used to describe the nucleation,

growth and Impingementof a fainily of grains.

4. Modelling of Grain Structures

4.1. Modelling of Nucleation and Growth
In most specimens, the nucleation of the grains occurs

heterogeneously on some nucleation sites, which are
assumedto be randomly distributed within the volume
of the liquid. Somenuclei mayalso form at the surface
of a mould but the emphasis here is placed upon bulk
nucleation. The nucleation approach which is adopted
here is similar to that used in deterministic models.4)

At small undercooling, nucleation occurs almost instan-

taneously on each family of nucleation sites. Eachfamily
is described by a density of sites per unit volumeand by
a potency, i.e., by a critical undercooling at which
nucleation occurs on these sites. Accordingly, the density
of nuclei, n(AT), which have formed within the melt at

a given undercooling, AT, is given by:

:T
n(AT)= p(AT') • d(AT')

........
..........(2)

wherep(AT) is the distrlbution of nucleation site fami-
lies, assumedto be a continuous function in Eq. (2).

This distribution must be determined a posteriori from
experimental measurementsperformed under various
cooling conditions.4)

In a stochastic model, these nucleation sites are
randomly distributed within the melt. For that purpose,
a total of Nsquare cells in the CAgrid are used to map
the surface. S, of the specimen (the volume in three

dimensions). Each cell has a dimension l=~S/N. The
numberof sites, 6N~, which can becomeactive in the

undercooling interval [AT,*, AT,* +6(AT)] is given by
p(AT,,) 6(AT) • S. Therefore, 6N,, cells are randomly
chosenamongthe total numberof cells, N(N>>6N,,). The
prescribed undercooling, AT,,, is then attributed to these

"nucleation cells". Theprocedure is repeated before the

start of the solidification computation for a continuous
undercooling range, extending from zero to a maximum
undercooling which will be attained during the cal-

culation. If a nucleation cell is selected several times
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during this procedure, only the minimumundercooling
is kept since it is assumedthat the less-potent nucleation
sites (larger nucleation undercooling) wlll be trapped by
the grain formed at higher temperature on the more-
potent site.

Oncethe nucleation cells have been defined, the time
stepping calculation for the simulation of the solidifi-

cation of the specimen can be started. The temperature
at each cell location is deducedaccording to two different

methods: for eutectics, the thermal history is assumed
to correspond as before to an ideai Bridgman situation

(constant cooling rate and gradient) whereas, for

dendritlc alloys, it is calculated using a finite element
(FE) heat flow code.17) In the second case, the FE
mesh is muchcoarser than the CAgrid and the FE
computation is coupled with the latent heat released at

the cell location. Thedetails of this CA-FEcoupling are
given in Ref. 9). If the local undercooling at a nucleation
cell location becomeslarger than its prescribed nucleatlon

undercooling (i.e.. AT>AT,,) and the cell is still liquid,

then a new grain is formed. For dendritic alloys, the

crystallographic orientation of this grain is selected

randomly amonga numberof orientation classes. The
CAalgorithm or the Interface tracking methodsare then
used to follow the evolution of the grains of dendritic or
eutectic alloys, respectively. In the latter case, the grid

defined for the nucleation algorithm is used for the

visualisation of the grains: all the cells falling within the

envelope of a eutectic grain are attributed to this grain.

For dendritic specimens, the sameCAgrid is used for

the choice of the nucleation cells and for the growth
algorithm.

4.2. Columnarto Equiaxed Transition

Figure 4showsthe results of the CA-FEmodelapplied

to the one-dimensional A17wt"I*Si casting of Fig. l(a).

The boundary conditions at the bottom surface of the

ingot were deducedby an inverse methodl8) using the

35 (1 995). No. 6

temperatures measuredat several locations in the copper
chill. The thermal conductivity, Iatent heat and specific

heat of this alloy were taken from Ref, 19). Thegrowth
kinetics of the dendrite tips wascalculated using the KGT
model and the thermophysical properties given also in

Ref, 19). The V(AT) relationship obtained for this alloy

was then fitted to the polynomial law:

v=a2'AT2+a3AT ..........(3)

with a2=2.70•l0~6m's~1"C~2 and a3=1.19•10~6

m' s~1 "C~2. The only parameters which were then
varied are those associated with the nucleation in the

bulk of the liquid. In this case, the nucleation site

distribution, p(AT), was assumed to be given by a
Gausslan law:

-
J2}

fiAT.
exp{

p(AT) =
n*** AT- ATN

(4)

/A T.

n~.. is the maximumdensity of grains that can form
in the melt. It was set to 4.7• 1010m~3.The standard
deviation of the distrlbution, AT., was also fixed to a
constant value of O.5'C. The only parameter that was
changedfor the three cases shownin Fig. 4wasthe centre
of the distribution, ATN. It was set to 4.5, 5and 5.5'C
for the cases (a), (b) and (c), respectively. AsAT. is quite

small, the nucleation can be said to occur at ATN.
Asshownin Fig. 4, avery small changeof ATNStrongly

affects the resulting microstructure. In Fig. 4(a), the

structure is equiaxed throughout almost the entire

casting. Thegrains are very fine andnearly equiaxed near
the bottom surface. They becomeslightly elongated at

about 2cmfrom the chill surface and then again equiaxed
above 4cm. The grain structure becomesmuchcoarser

near the top surface of the ingot. Thesamefeatures are
muchmore pronounced in Fig. 4(b). In particular, the

zone of elongated grains becomesbroader. Somegrain

competition occurs within this zone, i,e., the grains which

Fig. 4.

Two-dimensional grain structures calculated with

the CAFEmodel for an Al7wt"/oSi alloy direc-

tion'ally solidified under the samethermal condi-

tions as the ingot shown in Fig, l(a). The three

cases (a~) correspond to slightly different mean
nucleation undercoolings, ATN: 4.5'C (a), 5'C (b)

and 55'C (c). (n =4.7 •
1010m~3, AT.=0.5'C).

~**
The height of the simulation domaln is equal to

that of the ingot shownin Fig. l(a).
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have one of their 100> directions best aligned with the
vertical thermal gradient tend to eliminate those of poorer
orientation. The grains just above this zone are coarser
and slightly moreelongated in Fig. 4(b) comparedto the

samezone in Fig. 4(a). Finally, in Fig. 4(c), the zone of
elongated grains can nowbe called "columnar" because
it extends over almost half of the ingot. Within this zone,

somespurious grains have nucleated in the bulk of the

liquid but were quickly outgrown by the long columnar
grains. The three other grain morphologies seen above
andbelow the columnar zone are in close agreementwith
the experimental results shown in Fig. l(a): outer
equiaxed zone at the bottom, elongated grains aboveand
finally, coarse equiaxed grains at the top of the ingot.

35 (1 995), No. 6

4.3. Asymmetryof Grains

Rappazet al.8) have shownthat the asymmetryfactor

of eutectic grains formed by heterogenous nucleation in

the bulk of the liquid is an increasing function of the

thermal gradient and of the nucleation undercooling,
whereas it is a decreasing function of the velocity of the

isotherm and of the grain density. In Fig. 4, the same
trend is observed in the three cases where the average
undercooling is increased (i.e., the grains are most
elongated in (c) for which ATNis largest). The range of

ATNchosen here is very close to the undercooling, AT*,
of a columnar front that would movewith the speed of
the isotherms. Near the bottom of the ingot, the veloci-

ty of the isotherm is large and AT*>ATN:equiaxed
grains thus form. As the velocity decreases, AT, becomes
smaller than ATNfor case (c) and columnar grains form.
However, AT* is still larger than ATNfor case (a) and
the structure remains equiaxed with a slightly elongated
morphology due to the strong thermal gradient. As the
superheat is progressively removed, the thermal gradient
in the liquid decreases faster and the velocity of the
liquidus was shownto increase again. This leads to the
formation of elongated and then equiaxed grains above
the mid-height of the casting shown in (c). The latent

heat released by the equiaxed grains in the upper part
of the casting induces a recalescence which stops
nucleation and thus leads to the formation of large

equiaxed grains.

Ascan be seen in Fig. 4, the various grain morphologies

can be explained in terms of thermal history, grain
nucleation and grain growth. The situation is made
complex by the variation of both Gand v and by the
latent heat released by the grains. A simpler situation

of constant Gand v is shown in Fig. 5 for an alu-

miniumsilicon alloy of eutectic composition. For the
three cases (a)-(c), the thermal gradient. G, and the
velocity of the isotherm, v, were fixed to 2•

I06 .Clm
and 0.1 m/s, respectively. The length of the solidifying

domain (80 pm) corresponds to a temperature range of
160 'C, the eutectic isotherm being precisely located at

the top edge at this solidification time. Nucleation of
the grains was assumedto occur instantaneously (i.e.,

* The asymmetry of the grains is defined as the ratio of the radius

Fig. 5.

(b) (c)

Two-dimensional simulated grain structures for a
eutectic aluminium-silicon alloy solidified at G=2•

106

'C/m and v=0.1 m/s (i.e., cooling rate t= -2• 105

"C/s). Thethree cases correspond to various nucleation
undercoolings. ATN: 20'C (a). 50"C (b) and 90'C (c).

1.5 •
1016m~ 3. The three samplesAT.=O*Cand n =~',*

have a height of 80,,m and the microstructure is

represented when the temperature at the top of the

domain is equal to the eutectic temperature.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. Comparisonof two- (a) and three-dimensional (b, c)

gralns structures calculated for a eutectic aluminium-
silicon alloy solidified in a thermal gradient. The
nucleation undercooling and thermal conditions are
identical to those of Fig. 5(b). The two micrographs
shownat the bottom correspond to a longitudinal (b)

and transverse (c) cross sections of the three-dimen-
sional grain structures.

AT.=0'C) at ATN=20'Cfor case (a), ATN=50'C
for case (b) and ATN=90'C for case (c). The density

of grains, n**^, was the same in all three cases
(1 .5 •

1016m~3).

As can be seen in Fig. 5, the "mushy" zone (i.e., the

temperature interval over which the grains form)
decreases with an increasing value of ATN. At the same
time, the asymmetry* of the grains formed in the same
thermal gradient increases from (a) to (c). (The centre
of nucieation of the grains Is delineated by a small dot.)

Even though the grains grow faster in the downward
heat flow direction (this can be seen in particular in case
(a); see also previous section), the final grains after

complete solidification are moreelongated in the upward
direction due to the impingement with previously nu-
cleated grains. The simulated structures of Fig. 5(b) can

of the grain in the direction of the gradient and that in the opposite

direction.
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be compared with that shown for the laser-remelted

specimen (Fig. 1(b)).

In Fig. 6, the final two-dimenslonal grain structure (a)

calculated for the conditions of Fig. 5(b) is comparedwith

a longitudinal section of a three-dimensional simulation

shownin (b). The differences are of minor importance
and the resulting average asymmetry of the grains is

almost identical. This is due to the isotropic nature of

the eutectic growth and to the unidirectional heat fiow

conditions. Suchresults have beencomparedto a simple

analytical one-dimensional model.8) The small square
shown in Fig. 6(c) is a transverse section of the

three-dimensional structure (i.e., perpendicular to the

travel direction of the laser beam). In this section, the

eutectic grains have an equiaxed appearance.

5. Conclusion

Stochastic models describing the nucleation, growth
and impingementof grains havebeendeveloped for both
dendritic and eutectic alloys. These models have been
coupled to simple thermal situations or to finite element
heat flow computations. Theadvantages of these models

over deterministic models are numerous:
(1) Theyproduce metallographic sectionsthat can be

directly comparedwith experimental micrographs, thus
offering a new "computer metallography" tool to ma-
terials scientists.

(2) Whenextended to three dimensions, such simu-
lations allow the actual grain morphology in volume
to be related to parameters measuredin metallographic
sections ("computer stereology").

(3) They can account for both columnar and
equiaxed structures. For dendritic alloys, it has been
demonstrated that the occurrence of the outer equiaxed

zone, of the columnar zone, of elongated and equiaxed
grains can be explained by a unique set of nucleation

parameters and a single growth kinetics. Thesedifferent

morphologies are then merely dictated by the local

thermal conditions (thermal gradient, speed of the

isotherms).
(4) The elongated shape of the grains can be

explained by such methods. It has been shown that,

although the grains grow faster in the downward
direction of the heat flow, their final morphology is

elongated in the opposite direction due to impingement.
(5) Thegraincompetitionthat occurs inthecolumnar

zone of dendritic alloys can also be simulated by such
methods.9)

Extensions of these models to three dimensions has

already been demonstrated for dendritic alloys.20,21)

The movementor sedimentation of the grains in the

liquid has also been simulated for eutectic alloys22)

At present, the main limitations of such models are the

computation cost and the available cornputer memory
space.
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